




The Earthworks Philosophy 
We believe there is more to human hearing than the range of frequencies 
which can be heard as tones. Most sound recordings don't live up to the sonic 
experience of being there with the live music. We are convinced that audio 
equipment with extended frequency response and faster, cleaner time-domain 
performance will yield more life-like results than the slower more colored 
equipment of yesteryear. 

The time resolution of human hearing is microseconds or better. This 
corresponds to frequencies beyond 80kHz. Most microphones smear 
frequencies in relation to time to such a degree that the time relationships 
which existed in the air are audibly degraded. When you choose a microphone 
you get its time domain imprint on the track. Mics with poor time resolution will 
distort the signal beyond any practical recovery of the original. 

We support the concept that you can and should record acoustic events 
accurately enough to capture the sound as it happened in the room. This 
approach allows you to make sonic coloration and texture choices later when 
you can consider them carefully and you still have recourse. We believe that 
life-like realism is the essential starting point for whatever unique coloration 
you may wish to add. 

Traditional audio methodology appears to be based on working around the 
limitations, personalities, and quirks of the equipment, and calling the ones 
you like assets. We believe that any part of the audio chain can be improved to 
the point where the standard is so high that any product meeting it will be 
indistinguishable from any other product meeting the standard , and that an 
audio system built to such a standard can achieve sonic reality. Earthworks is 
dedicated to striving for the audio nirvana we term Perceptual Perfection . 

Commitment to Quality 
Precision engineered, machined and hand assembled, Earthworks 
microphones respresent the pinnacle of technology and art in microphone 
design. Each microphone's circuitry is extensively tested and hand selected to 
match its capsule, resulting in the highest levels of clarity and detail in your 
sound. Crafted with the finest materials, Earthworks microphones deliver a top 
of the line look and feel , while withstanding the rigors of the most demanding 
environments. 

Because all of our microphones and preamps are built in our factory in New 
Hampshire, we have the highest levels of quality control. Backed by a fifteen 
year warranty, you can rest assured that your investment in an Earthworks 
precision tool is a sound one. 
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Impulse Response- shows a microphone's ability to capture fast attacks and 
transients. On chart #1 see how much faster the Earthworks microphone 
responds to an attack than the more expensive conventional microphone on 
chart #2. 

Diaphragm Settling Time -If a microphone diaphragm is still vibrating 
following a sharp attack, it will mask or color the low level sounds that follow. 
After an attack, diaphragm settling time is indicated when the line returns a 
straight horizontal line. In chart #1 the Earthworks diaphragm settles in 70 
micro-seconds, and the conventional microphone in chart #2 is still attempting 
to settle when the line goes off the chart. 

Polar Response- determines a microphone's frequency response at any point 
around a 360-degree circle (zero degrees is the front, 90 & 270 the sides and 
180 is the rear) . Conventional microphones have a severe loss of high 
frequencies on the sides of the microphone. These typical losses are indicated 
with red arrows on corresponding polar charts 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 . The conventional 
omni microphone (polar #4) has a loss of 18dB at 20kHz while the Earthworks 
omni microphones (polar #3) has a loss of only 4dB at 20kHz. The 
conventional cardioid (polar #6) shows a loss of 13dB at 15kHz and the 
Earthworks cardiod microphones (polar #5) has a loss of only 3dB at 15kHz. 
Each conventional microphone illustrated costs 3 to 4 times more than the 
comparative Earthworks microphone. 



The QTC Series will not impart any character to 
your recordings. Rather, they let your instrument 
shine with the truest and cleanest capture. With 
their extended frequency response, near perfect 
polar pattern, ultra-fast impulse response and time 
coherency, QTC microphones deliver life-like realism 
and total clarity to your recordings. 

FEATURES 
• General purpose omni 
• Ideal for quieter sources such as vocals, strings and distant miked orchestras or choirs 
• Also excellent for drum overheads and close-miked wind and percussion instruments 
• Near perfect omnidirectional polar response 
• Extended frequency response 
• Will not smear the time domain 
• Transparent and uncolored sound 
• No handling noise 
• No proximity effect 
• Exceptionally flat frequency response 
• Ultra fast impulse response 
• Available in matched pairs 

SPECIFICATIONS 

QTC40 Omni Polar Pattern 

POLAR PATTERN • Omnidirectional 
QTC40 Frequency Response Chart 

POWER REQUIREMENTS • 48V Phantom, 10mA 
MAX ACOUSTIC INPUT • 142dB SPL 
NOISE LEVEL • 22dB SPL (A weighted) 
SENSITIVITY • 30mV/Pa 

MODELS 

QTC30 
QTC40 
QTC50 

QTC30 

Omni 

6Hz- 30kHz 

QTC40 

Omni 

4Hz- 40kHz 
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QTC50 

Omni 

3Hz-50kHz 



The TC Series of omni microphones are designed 
to handle loud sources up to 150d8 SPL while 
simultaneously capturing subtle details. With an 
exceptionally flat frequency response and time 
coherency, your instrument will sound natural and 
uncolored. And there's no need to worry about 
overloading the preamp. 

FEATURES 
• Multi-purpose omnis 
• Ideal for close miking louder sources like drum overheads, guitar, bass, horns and percussion 
• Incredibly clean up to 150dB SPL while simultaneously capturing subtle details 
• Excellent room mic for ambiance in the studio and for recording rehearsals and performances 
• Fast and clean impulse performance yields a remarkably transparent sound 
• Ultra fast diaphragm settling time 
• Extended frequency response 
• No handling noise 
• No proximity effect 
• Very forgiving in terms of placement 
• Flat frequency response 
• Time coherent, so they sound natural and uncolored 
• Available in matched pairs 

SPECIFICATIONS 
POLAR PATTERN • Omnidirectional 
POWER REQUIREMENTS • 48V Phantom, 10mA 
MAX ACOUSTIC INPUT • 150dB SPL 
NOISE LEVEL • 27dB SPL (A weighted) 
SENSITIVITY • 8mV/Pa 

MODELS 

TC20 
TC25 
TC30 

TC20 

Omni 

10Hz-20kHz 

TC25 

Omni 

9Hz-25kHz 

TC30 Omni Polar Pattern 

TC30 Frequency Response Chart 

TC30 

Omni 

9Hz- 30kHz 



When clarity and realism in a directional microphone 
are key, the Sound Reinforcement Series delivers. 
With their advanced circuitry and patented polar 
technology, SR microphones capture pure sound 
while withstanding the rigors ofthe most demanding 
studio and live environments. 

FEATURES 

• Multi-purpose microphones for use in live and recording applications 
• Extended frequency response to capture a crisper and more realistic image 
• More gain before feedback 
• Less leakage 
• High rejection of sounds at the rear of the microphone 
• Fast impulse response for more accurate transients 
• Shorter diaphragm settling time to prevent quieter attacks from being 

blurred by earlier loud attacks 
• Textbook perfect polar patterns with natural on and off-axis performance 
• Transparent sound quality 
• 25, 30 and 40kHz models available in matched pairs 
• Peak Acoustic Output rating of 145 dB SPL 
• Self-noise rating of 22 dB SPL (A weighted) 
• Sensitivity rating of 10 mV/Pa (·40 dBV/Pa) 

MODELS 

SR20 
SR25 
SR30 

SR30/HC 
SR40 

SR40/HC 
SR20 

Cardioid 

50Hz-20kHz 

SR30/HC 

Hypercard i oi d 

30Hz- 30kHz 

SR25 

Cardioid 

50Hz-25kHz 

SR40 

Cardioid 

30Hz- 40kHz 

SR25 Cardioid Polar Pattern 

SR30 

Cardioid 

30Hz- 30kHz 

SR40/HC 

Hypercard i oi d 

30Hz- 40kHz 



With a 5 inch flexible gooseneck and small 
microphone head, the Periscope™ Series 
microphones can go where other mics cannot. And 
the 30kHz flat frequency response allows even 
more flexibility. Go from miking under the strings of 
an acoustic bass one moment to capturing every 
breath of detail of a saxophone the next. 

FEATURES 
• Multi-purpose flexible gooseneck microphone for live and recording applications 
• Easily reposition the microphone's 5-inch gooseneck without moving the stand or boom 
• More gain before feedback 
• Incredible rejection of sounds at the rear of the microphone 
• Extended frequency response to capture a crisper and more realistic image 
• Fast impulse response for more accurate transients 
• Flat frequency response for a natural and uncolored sound 
• Textbook perfect directional polar patterns P30/ C Cardioid Polar Pattern 
• Ideal for stringed, woodwind and percussion instruments 
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• Available in black or white 
• Available in matched pairs , , 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE • 30Hz to 30kHz 
POLAR PATTERN • Cardioid or Hypercardioid 
POWER REQUIREMENTS • 48V Phantom, lOrnA 
MAX ACOUSTIC INPUT • 145d8 SPL 
NOISE LEVEL • 22d8 SPL (A weighted) 
SENSITIVITY • 10mV/ Pa 

MODELS 

P30/C-B 
P30/C-W 

P30/HC-B 
P30/HC-W 

P30/C-B 

Cardioid 

30Hz-30kHz 

Black 

P30/C Frequency Response Chart 

P30/HC-W 

Hypercardioid 

30Hz-30kHz 

White 



Featuring revolutionary circuitry that is hand 
matched to its capsule for flawless sonic 
performance, the Earthworks Vocal Mic Series 
delivers microphones with a natural clarity of sound 
with unmatched presence and depth for vocals_ 

FEATURES 

SR40V 

APPLICATIONS 
-------------------

Vocals 

SR40V Hypercardioid Polar Pattern 

• Extreme accuracy in the time domain for faithful reproduction and no smearing or distortion 
• Textbook perfect hypercardioid polar pattern with natural on and off-axis performance 
• Fastest transient response of any vocal microphone on the market 
• Reproduces subtle details other vocal microphones miss 
• No need for excessive EQ or effects 
• Low handling noise 
• 40kHz extended frequency response 
• Peak Acoustic Output rating of 145 dB SPL 

SR40V Frequency Response Chart 

• Self-noise rating of 22 dB SPL (A weighted) 
• Sensitivity rating of 10 mV/Pa (-40 dBV/Pa) 

llllllllllll llllllllllllllll 
WL40V 
• 40kHz wireless capsule 
• Interchangeable with any screw-on-type handheld transmitters that receive a 1.25"/28 

thread pitch (31.3mm/pitch 1.0mm threading) 
• Delivers detailed and realistic vocal sound that requires little to no EQ 
• Natural on and off-axis performance 
• Benchmark levels of clarity and detail 
• Peak Acoustic Output rating of 135 dB SPL 
• Self-noise rating of 22 dB SPL (A weighted) 
• Dependent upon wireless system 

MODELS 

SR40V 
WL40V 

SR40V 

Hypercardioid 

30Hz- 40kHz 

WL40V 

Hypercardioid 

30Hz- 40kHz 



If you are looking for a monster drum sound along 
with a simplified drum miking setup, the Earthworks 
DrumKit'M Series delivers. Capture every nuance 
of sound from each piece of the drum set with 
exceptional clarity and cohesiveness with just three 
microphones. 

FEATURES 
• Three microphone drum kits 
• Versatile microphones can be used for a variety of instruments 
• Drum set sounds like a cohesive set of drums, not a bunch of pieces 
• Superior impulse response 
• Fast diaphragm settling time 

QTC50 Frequency Response Chart 

T 

• Patented polar technology that maintains accuracy and uniform frequency response 
throughout the pick-up pattern 

• Faithful reproduction of the sound source 
• Extended frequency response to capture a crisper and more realistic image 
• Fast impulse response for more accurate transients 
• More gain before feedback 
• Captures every nuance of sound 
• Kits available for live performances and recording studios 
• KickPad '" mic pad provides an instant kick drum sound 

MODELS 

DK25/L 
DK25/R 
DK50/R 

DK25/L 

3 Microphone DrumKitm 
for Live Performance 

3 SR25s 
1 KickPad'" 
Windscreens 

DK25/R 

3 Microphone DrumKit'" 
for Recording 

2 TC25s 
1SR25 
1 KickPad'" 

Windscreens 

SR25 Cardioid Polar Pattern 

180" ... .. 

DK50/R 

Premium 3 Microphone 
DrumKitm for Recording 

2 QTC50s 
1SR30 
1 KickPad'" 

3 Level Pads 
Windscreens 



Getting an amazing sound from your toms and 
snare has never been easier. Combining a design 
that is rugged enough to take a direct hit with a 
gooseneck that won't budge once positioned, the 
DP30/C delivers uncompromising performance 
and an incredibly crisp sound. 

FEATURES 
• Designed for close miking snares and toms 
• Fast impulse response making it ideal for reproducing the rich low frequencies and full detail of the attack 
• Shorter diaphragm settling time to prevent quieter attacks from being blurred by earlier loud attacks 
• Extended frequency response to 30kHz to capture a crisper and more realistic image 
• Near perfect polar patterns that remain even across all frequencies and at any position within the pattern 
• Stiff mini-gooseneck that will not move when the drums are hit hard 
• Right angle mic head is mounted to the gooseneck for easy positioning 
• Rugged enough to take a direct hit from a drum stick 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE • 30Hz to 30kHz 
POLAR PATTERN • Cardioid 
POWER REQUIREMENTS • 48V Phantom, 10mA 
MAX ACOUSTIC INPUT • 145dB SPL 
NOISE LEVEL • 22dB SPL (A weighted) 
SENSITIVITY • 10mV/ Pa 

MODEL 

DP30/C 

DP30/C 

Cardioid 

30Hz- 30kHz 

DP30/C Cardioid Polar Pattern 

180" 

DP30/C Frequency Response Chart 
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RM1 

Rim Mount'" 

Accessory Mount 
for DP30/ C 



The CloseMic™ Kits are designed for close miking 
tom and snare, as well as full kit miking. They are 
housed in a high impact case that will withstand the 
rigors of the road. These high impact cases allow 
you to store each Drum Periscope™ microphone 
with the RM1 attached, thus saving time in setup 
and teardown. 

DP30/ C Frequency Response Chart 

FEATURES ~tJ-tlf t 1 ;.-

• Versatile microphones can be used for a variety of instruments 
• Superior impulse response 
• Fast diaphragm settling time 
• Patented polar technology that maintains accuracy and uniform frequency response 

throughout the pick-up pattern 
• Faithful reproduction of the sound source 
• Extended frequency response to capture a crisper and more realistic image 

SR30 Cardioid Polar Pattern 

• Fast impulse response for more accurate transients 
• More gain before feedback 
• Captures every nuance of sound 
• KickPad1

" mic pad provides an instant kick drum sound 

MODELS 

CMK4 
CMK5 
DFK1 
DFK2 

CMK4 

Includes: 

4 DP30/ Cs 
4 Rim Mounts 
4 Level Pads 
Foam Windscreens 

4 Microphone CloseMic~ 

Kit for Toms & Snare 

=.=:·'-> Ia Includes: 

== 3 2 SR25s 

= 3 2 SR30s 

~~-~ 5 DP30/ Cs 
~~-~ 5 RimMounts 

\\\\\ 9 LeveiPads 
1 KickPad 
2 SRW2s 

DFK1 Foam Windscreens 

Drum Full Kit for 
Recording or Live 
Performance 

CMK5 

Includes: 

5 DP30/ Cs 
5 RimMounts 
5 LeveiPads 
Foam Windscreens 

5 Microphone CloseMic~ 

Kit for Toms & Snare 

Includes: 

~-:;:: 3 2 SR25s 

=· 3 
2 SR40s 

--·~ 
5 DP30/ Cs 

---~ 5 RimMounts 

\\\\\ :: 9 LeveiPads 
1 KickPad 
2 SRW1s 

DFK2 Foam Windscreens 

Premium Drum FuiiKit 
for Recording or Live 
Performance 



The Measurement Series has become the accepted 
standard for reliable measurement microphones 
that are accurate in the time domain and frequency 
response. Each microphone is delivered with its 
own chart providing its individually measured open-
circuit sensitivity and frequency response curve. 

FEATURES 
• Omnidirectional polar pattern 

M30 Omni Polar Pattern 

• Flat frequency response, fast impulse response and exceptional polar characteristics 

·~(): : . ' w 
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• Remarkably stable with respect to temperature and atmospheric conditions no• - :!OK 

• Optimized for clean, very fast impulse performance providing accurate wideband response 
• Virtually no handling noise 
• Used by SMMRPM, MLSSATM, SpectrafoorM, TEfTM and RTA in addition to acoustic 

measurement systems manufactured by dbx, DEQX and others 
• M23, M30 and M50 require 48V phantom power, 10mA 
• Meets or exceeds ANSI Type 1 and applicable IEC 61094 requirements 
• Available in matched pairs or groups 

MODELS 

M23 
M30 

M30BX 
M50 M23 

Omni 

9Hz-23kHz 

Sensitivity: 30mV/ Pa 

Max Acoustic Input: 142dB SPL 

M30 

Omni 

5Hz-30kHz 

Sensitivity: 30mV/ Pa 

Max Acoustic Input: 142dB SPL 

M50 Frequency Response Chart 

M30BX 

Battery Powered Omni 

9Hz-30kHz 

Sensitivity: 50mV/ Pa 

Max Acoustic Input: 138dB SPL 

M50 

Omni 

3Hz-50kHz 

Sensitivity: 30mV/ Pa 

Max Acoustic Input: 142dB SPL 



The PianoMic™ System was designed to 
revolutionize piano miking and achieve an 
incredible improvement in piano sound for live and 
recording applications with a fast and simple setup. 
There is more gain before feedback, significantly 
less leakage from surrounding instruments and 
the same pristine sound quality with the piano lid 
either up or down. 

FEATURES 
• Piano miking system for grand pianos 

APPLICATIONS 
------------------

Plano 

PianoMic~ Omni Polar Pattern 

u ;' ~ 
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• Hear the full range of the piano including the high and low strings with no hot spots 
• Recording studios can now record piano with other instruments in the same room 
• Cannot be seen from outside of the piano (needs no stands or mic booms) 
• Superb sound with the piano lid either up or down 
• Virtually no leakage from sounds outside the piano 
• Incredible gain before feedback 
• Quick, simple and easy setup 
• No mic stands or booms needed 
• Random Incidence Omnis 
• 9Hz to 40kHz 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE • 9Hz to 40kHz 
POLAR PAITERN • Omnidirectional (random incidence) 
POWER REQUIREMENTS • 48V Phantom, 10mA 
MAX ACOUSTIC INPUT • 148dB SPL 
NOISE LEVEL • 22dB SPL (A weighted) 
SENSITIVITY • 15mV/Pa 

MODELS 

PM40 
PM40T 

PM40 

Original Pia noMic'" System 

Telescoping bar to be quickly 
and easily installed in nearly all 
grand pianos 

Pia noMic~ Impulse Response Chart 

$0 MIUOSECO NDS PU DIVISION -+ 

PM40T 

Touring Pia noMic'" System 

Telescoping bar comes in two 
pieces to fit into a compact 
airline friendly carry-on case 



The FlexWand™ Series provides the best of both 
worlds. Combining a 30kHz microphone, stand 
and boom into a single unit, you will never have to 
choose between pristine sound quality and a low 
profile again. 

FEATURES 
• Integrated microphone, stand and boom in a single unit 
• Infinite combination of placement options between 1.5 feet and 7 feet 

for the FW730 and 10 inches and 4.7 feet for the FW430 
• Near perfect polar response 
• More gain before feedback 
• High rejection of sounds from the rear of the microphone 
• No spotlighting 
• Allows for the use of fewer microphones with better sound quality 
• No visible wires or cables above floor level 
• Ideal for choirs, drum overheads, vocals and instruments 
• Available in cardioid and hypercardioid 
• Available with 12 pound base or tripod base 
• Available in matched pairs 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE • 30Hz to 30kHz 
POLAR PATTERN • Cardioid or Hypercardioid 
POWER REQUIREMENTS • 48V Phantom, 10mA 
MAX ACOUSTIC INPUT • 145dB SPL 
NOISE LEVEL • 22dB SPL (A weighted) 
SENSITIVITY • 10mV/Pa 

MODELS 

FW430 
FW730 

FW430/HC 
FW730/HC 
FW430TPB 
FW730TPB 

FW430/HC-TPB 
FW730/ HC-TPB 

FW430TPB 

Cardioid 

30Hz-30kHz 

30kHz cardioid 

microphone. boom 

and stand with 

tripod base 

FW730 Cardioid Polar Pattern 

FW430 Frequency Response Chart 

--l-

FW730 

Cardioid 

30Hz- 30kHz 

30kHz ca rdioid 

microphone. boom 

and stand with 12 lb. 

cast iron base 



The ChoirMic™ Series of hanging choir microphones 
provide pristine audio quality without spotlighting 
and more gain before feedback while picking up 
almost no sound from the rear of the microphones. 
They are ideal for miking choirs and orchestra or 
band in front of the choir. 

FEATURES 
• Hanging microphone for permanent installation 
• Near perfect polar response 
• More gain before feedback 
• High rejection of sounds from the rear of the microphone 
• No spotlighting 
• Allows for the use of fewer microphones with better sound quality 
• Prevents Radio Frequency Interference 
• Electronics housed in microphone providing weight to keep cable straight 
• Mini gooseneck allows quick and easy positioning 
• Available in black and white 
• Available in cardioid and hypercardioid 
• Available in matched pairs 
• Custom cable lenth available 
• High quality balanced Star Quad cable 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE • 30Hz to 30kHz 
POLAR PATTERN • Cardioid or Hypercardioid 
POWER REQUIREMENTS • 48V Phantom, 10mA 
MAX ACOUSTIC INPUT • 145dB SPL 
NOISE LEVEL • 22dB SPL (A weighted) 
SENSITIVITY • 10mV/Pa 

MODELS 

C30/C-B 
C30/C-W 

C30/HC-B 
C30/HC-W 

C30/C-W 

Cardioid 

30Hz- 30kHz 

White 

C30/C Cardioid Polar Pattern 

C30/ HC Hypercardioid Polar Pattern 

ChoirMic'" Impulse Response Chart 

C30/HC-B 

Hypercardioid 

30Hz-40kHz 

Black 



With their uniform frequency response and near 
perfect polar patterns, the FlexMic™ Series of 
podium microphones always delivers pristine sound 
quality with high intelligibility. Whether the orator is 
experienced or inexperienced with speaking into a 
microphone, the Earthworks FlexMic™ will capture 
every word loud and clear. 

FEATURES 
• Podium microphones designed for permanent installation 
• Uniform frequency response on or off-axis 
• Flat from 50Hz to 20kHz within ± 2dB at 6 inches 
• No handling noise 
• High rejection of sounds at the rear of the microphone 
• Rejects RFI 
• Handles up to 145dB SPL 
• Incredible gain before feedback 

APPLICATIONS 
------------------

Ltve 
Installation 

FlexMic'" Hypercardioid Polar Pattern 

a ' I I 
I I 

-1, · .... ~ .... · ~ 

FlexMic"" Frequency Response Chart 

• Patented polar technology allows an orator to move as much as 90 degrees off-axis and still 
maintain the same pristine sound quality 

• In circumstances with three people on the same microphone you can hear all three with the 
same exceptional sound quality 

MODELS 

FM360 
FM360/HC 

FM500 
FM500/HC 

FMR500 
FMR500/HC 

FMR600 
FMR600/HC 

FMR720 
FMR720/HC 

FM360 

13 Inch Full Flex 
Podium Microphone 

Cardioid 
50Hz-20kHz 

FMR600 

23 Inch Rigid Center 
Podium Microphone 

Cardioid 
50Hz-20kHz 

FM500/HC 

19 Inch Full Flex 
Podium Microphone 

Hypercardioid 
50Hz-20kHz 

FMR720/HC 

27 Inch Rigid Center 
Podium Microphone 

Hypercard i oi d 
50Hz-20kHz 



Installation Series high intelligibility installation microphones 

" ... the 1M3 outperformed every other low profile ceiling mic on the 
market and hit our client's unbelievably high aesthetic and 
performance expectations ... " 

KEVIN MILLER. COITCOM CUSTOM AUDIO VIDEO 

The Installation Series provides a low profile, 
pristine sounding microphone solution for 
permanent i nsta I lations. Featuring a flatfrequency 
response and patented polar technology, orators 
will maintain the same intelligibility throughout 
the room without a reducation in sound level or 
loss of high frequencies. 

FEATURES 
• Installation microphones designed for permanent installation 
• Near perfect polar pattern 
• Uniform frequency response on or off axis 
• Rejects RFI 
• Flat frequency response 
• High intelligibility 
• 4.495 inch body 
• White finish on exposed sections 
• Flexible gooseneck 
• Primary applications include teleconferencing, distance learning, surveillance, 

boardrooms, government facilities, and ambient room miking 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE • 30Hz to 30kHz 
POLAR PATTERN • Cardioid 
POWER REQUIREMENTS • 48V Phantom, 10mA 
MAX ACOUSTIC INPUT • 145dB SPL 
NOISE LEVEL • 22dB SPL (A weighted) 
SENSITIVITY • 10mV/Pa 

MODELS 

IM3-W 
IM6-W 

IM3-W 

Cardioid 

30Hz- 30kHz 

White 

APPLICATIONS 
------------------

Installation 

IM3-W Cardioid Polar Pattern 

IM6-W Frequency Response Chart 

IM6-W 

Cardioid 

30Hz-30kHz 

White 



The ZDT preamplifier series is based on discrete circuitry designed by David 
Blackmer, establishing a new standard of sonic excellence in electronics. This 
exacting new standard provides frequency response from 1Hz to 200kHz 
+0.5dB, a rise time of 0.27 microseconds and distortion of less than 1 part 
per million (0.0001%), eliminating all possibility of sonic degradation. These 
preamps are so fast, so clean and so transparent that you don't even know 
they are there. It is like plugging your microphone into a "piece of wire with 
gain". You will hear clarity and detail with the ZDT preamps that is not available 
in any other preamp at any price. 

FEATURES 

Zero Distortion · less than one part per million 
Lowest Noise of any preamp on the market 
Full Differential (balanced) from XLR in to XLR out- no internal conversion to single-ended 
All Discrete Components; Class A Amplification (No ICs in the signal path) 
No Electrolytic Capacitors in the signal path 
Greater Transparency with minimum signal path and minimum features 

• High output level +33dBu 
Very Low Output Impedance will drive long lines without interference or signal loss 

• True 48 volt phantom, polarity reverse & clip indicator 
Separate XLR & 1/ 4 " Phone (t·r·s) outputs, each with its own gain/level controls 

• 1/ 4 " Phone connector output will drive balanced or unbalanced inputs 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Response: 2Hz to 100kHz ±0.1dB, 1Hz to 200kHz ±0.5dB 
• Settling Time/Impulse response: 1.4~s 

Distortion: XLR out: less then 1ppm (0.0001%); '14' out: 0.001% 
Input Noise SD Enoise: 1.6nV/ Hz'l2 @ 20dB gain; 0.6nV/ Hz'h @ 60dB gain 
EIN: ·132dBV@ 20dB gain; ·143dBV@ 60dB gain 

MODELS 

1021 
1022 
1024 

- - z,"" 
·-: • o ,., "",,.. E~rthworks 

--- =- 7: _,."" -

- • --- - z -- - -
-- o - Earth....,.ks ro2 

- __ -- - 7: - - - - -

- . --- . ---- -- - . -- - -
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1021 

Single Channel Preamp 

1022 

Two Channel Preamp 

1024 

Four Channel Preamp 



Precision engineered and hand assembled in our New Hampshire facility, Earthworks 
provides specialised and general purpose microphones for recording, live performance, 
installation, test and measurement applications. While we strive to develop and 
provide microphones that are both pristine sounding and problem solving for a variety 
of applications, we understand that there are requirements that call for a unique 
microphone solution that we currently do not offer. 

Because our microphones are designed, machined and assembled in our Milford, New 
Hampshire facility, we are able to work with you to develop custom microphones based 
on your specific needs. A team of engineers, machinists and technicians will work 
together to design and manufacture a microphone for your specific application. 

CUSTOMIZABLE FEATURES 

• Frequency response 
• Polar pattern 
• Form factor 
• Size 
• Color 

EXAMPLES OF PREVIOUS WORK 

lndended Application: Precision SUiveillance 

• Vibration and humidity hardened enclosure 

• Small form factor 
• Max acoustic input of 15dB SPL 
• Minimal phase characteristics for precision measurements 

lndended Application: Chemical trace acoustic 
signature locator 

• High gain at high frequency 
• 50kHz+ 40dBi directional parabolic reflector 
• Tight high frequency pickup pattern 

lndended Application: Retractable microphone for 
legislative sound reinforcement & recording 

• Visual feedback as to on/ off status 

• Connected via special assembly that automatically retracts 
microphone cable back into the desk 



Accessories 

Windscreens 

SRW1 SRW2 SRW3 SRW4 SRW5 OMW1 OMW2 OMW3 PW1 , " 
_, 

Foam Large foam Wire mesh Foam 100 mph Foam Foam Black aluminum Stainless steel 
windscreen windscreen windscreen teardrop foam windscreen teardrop 

windscreen windscreen for FlexMics windscreen windscreen foromnis windscreen 

Mic Clips & Mounts FlexWand Accessories 
MC1 

Standard mic clip 

Mic Pads 
KP1 

MC2 

7 
mount Drum RimMount 

mic clip for DP30/C 

LP1530 

PMM1 

Podium mount for 
all FlexMics 

KickPad mic level kick 
drum processor 

LeveiPad switchable mic 
pad -15dB or -30dB 

Drum Mic Cases 
DK50/R-C DK25-C CMK-C DFK-C 

ZerojHalliburton Aluminum case High impact DFK case {requires one 
DK50/R Case for DK25s case for CMKs CMK-c and one DFK-c) 

PianoMic Accessories 

PM40-C PM40T-C PM40-EXT 

.!I 
PM40 Carrying Case PM40-T Carrying Case Pia noMic extension 

Cherry Wood Box 
ECB1 

Cherry box for 2 mics for QTC40. 
QTC50, TC30, M30, SR30, SR40 

for pianos with more 
than 88 keys 

PMVM1 

Leather pouch 
for PianoMic 
electronics box 

FWTPB 

Tripod base for 
FlexWands 

FWCIB 

Cast iron base 
for FlexWands 

Cable 

C30-CCL 

Custom cable length 
for C30 ChoirMics 

Adapter 

ADP1 

1/2" calibrator 
adapter for all 
M Series mics 

XLR 

ADP2 

Female XLR-3 
to RCA phono 
adapter for 
M30BX 

C30-XLR 

Installed male XLR connector 
for C30 ChoirMics 
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